[Side 1, Tape 3]
... persona 1
interviews.
Deponent
further
states
that
he
is
aware
of
statements
attributed to him to the effect that Senator
Harvey Peeler had advised him not to take
the
test.
Deponent
states
that
such
statements are false and that he has never
made a statement of this nature to any
party.
That deponent had never discussed
this
matter
with
Senator
Peeler,
but
believes his wife had and she was advised
that deponent should take the test,
put
forth his best efforts to qualify for the
job.
That
deponent's
initial
delay
in
taking the second phase of the test was of
his own decision and not influenced by any
other party.'
That's Mr. Jimmy R. Cash.
Here's Mr. Dana
Allen:
'Personally
appeared before me,
Dana L.
Allen, who first being duly sworn, deposes
and says: that he is a citizen and resident
of
Cherokee
County,
State
of
South
Carolina.
Deponent further states that he
became
aware
of
a
position
for
South
Carolina
Wildlife
Officer
for
Cherokee
County, South Carolina, and took the written
examination.
He further states that he did
not take the required agility test the first
time it was offered because he was concerned
that he was not in physical condition to
pass.
Deponent further states that he did
not talk to Senator Harvey S. Peeler before
any test and has never been advised or
discouraged by Senator Peeler from applying
for,
and seeking, the position.
Dana L.
Allen.'
Now, the proper way to have done this, and
if you are not gonna buck up and say, 'We
messed up, boys.
There's a possibility here
that we hurt Roger Harris.
Let's open the
thing back up.
Open it up and make sure
that nobody is on the interview process that
knew of anything or knows of anything.'
What would be wrong with that?
I certainly
feel
... (inaudible) wouldn't already know about
the
whole,
I
mean,
we
even
have
the
newspaper here.
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..kN'ec. k,.,
Peeler:

~. . . .A+r,;-

Peeler:

Senator, you'd have to isolate five people
for
months
to
keep
them
from
hearing
anything.
We hear all kind of things as
Linda said.
Well, there's no way that you
could find
five
people
interviewing
any
number of people, that people wouldn't have
said things about 'em .
Well, Bill, then if the process is above
reproach, what's wrong with getting five
different people and I'll state to you right
now for the record, let 'em go through it,
and I won't say another word, whoever that
panel chooses.
They may choose Cunningham
again.
If he is that good and if there's a
correct answer and a wrong answer, or maybe
somebody else may want to apply.
Senator, that same principle would apply in
a court
of
law where
a
judge makes a
decision.
Where you going to find a judge
that has led about a notorious incident that
happened?
Where you going to find a judge,
so you, that would, you going if the judge
didn't make the decision you wanted, you'd
want him to reverse it and find a judge that
did? Or get some layman off the street?
I'm not
an
attorney
transfer trials,

but

I

think

they

I'm not either.
,SQ....., .... +o V"

Peeler:

Ct.. ... ~ k
&;A-tffl,v'
~~.,..,,.
Peeler:
Cf...,.ck

t;MofIp fo,,V

they transfer trials to get
Harvey, do you know Cunningham?
I know of him.
I wish
resolve
mind,

I know of him.

you knew him.
I
could
a lot of this because in

It doesn't
him.

make

any

difference

if

possibly
your own
he

knew

I tell you what would have made me feel real
bad.
And like I say, I don't have any idea
what the other panel members scored, but if
Sarah had come back and told me, 'Bill, you
and Linda, your scores did not jive with the
other three panel members, then I would have
felt bad.'
I'd have said,
'Yea.
I was
influenced.'
But she was telling me that
three people who didn't even know about these
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A

my
score
and
Linda's
score
things
and
Is
somehow tied together fairly closely.
that right? That tells me ...
Why don't they just show 'em to me?

Why ...

I can't answer that.
If it's wrong for me to know those
why is it not wrong to know the
scores?

scores,
written

I
shouldn't
scores.

written

have

given

you

the

I can't
I don't know, Senator, about that.
tell you.
It wouldn't make any difference
to me.
I shouldn't have given them.
I fully believe that my integrity has been
questioned here by a member,
if not the
entire Commission, reading this letter.
I didn't read this before.
I didn't read this letter.
When you were
with me that day, that's the first time I
ever saw that letter, remember.

t~~yIP~eler:

:1:;

JN' e ,.1' (f) I
li'homason:

This is the first time I've ever
This morning. I got a copy of it.
know anything about it.
Well, Mr.
letter?

Thomason,

can

you

seen it.
I didn't

speak

to

the

I can speak to the letter.
It's exactly the
way I saw it, exactly the way I wrote it,
and to me, all you are doing, Senator, is
very aggressively pursuing a man you want
for a job.
You didn't get it.
I'm sorry.
That's the only thing I can see out of
this.
I don't see where anyone in this
Department has done anything wrong.
Our
Commission is certainly not involved in the
selection process.
The man was not the
highest scoring man.
And nothing in this
letter or anywhere else, and all you've done
like I
say in this letter,
is do what
anybody who would do, would want the job,
want the man to get the job.
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~~~,,..
Peeler:

~041°"} o.

Thomason:

s;,,..,Af-o,peeler:

:::r;,,.. ~ S

Sir, this letter is a lie.
I just read you
this.
Somebody is lying.
I mean, I hate to
call it just like it is, but this letter is
a lie.
These Commissioners here just said
that they knew nothing about this, yet, in
the ...
(inaudible) about the letter.
Yet
in
the
letter
you
said
that
the
Commission,
'all
Commissioners
present.•
You
even
said
that · the
Commissioners
expressed concern.

{!) I

Thomason:

We talked about this down in
we
(inaudible),
where
was
Kingstree? Edisto?

King Georges
on
it,
in

(Inaudible) County.

:J;. ... .e.s D.
Thomason:
~r>-.f.t>r
Peeler:

:14 .... .e., C>,,

Thomason:

.s.;~+11r
Peeler:

~ .....er. 0,
Thomason:

,S;,vdl -h Y'

Peeler:

Somebody's lying.
Now, you can say that
taints the process or however you want to
call it, but a lie is a lie, sir.
And
that's a lie.
It's just been brought out
here in this Commission it's a lie.
That
they didn't, they didn't know anything about
this, but this letter says that they did.
This
letter
states
that
Senator
Harvey
Peeler said something.
These say that he
didn't.
Well, whether you
I am at the mercy at the Commission.
Where you came out on the newspaper out
there and stated that you were for this man
or not,
I
don't know,
but it certainly
commonly known who you were supporting in
Cherokee County .
There's absolutely nothing wrong with that
and you tell me if it is.
What is wrong
with supporting ...
Nothing.
I didn't say that anything was
wrong with it and you didn't let me finish.
... someone that we feel
candidate.

like

is

a qualified

Senator, I don't think, you made a reference
a
minute
ago
to
the
hurry-up-and-hire'.
There actually wasn't any hurry-up-and-hire.
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The action was on the material that was sent
out to the Commission members for a vote
that particular day.
The Commission, the
majority of the Commission members that were
present at that meeting simply chose not to
delay
the
hiring.
There
was
no
hurry-up-and-hire.
We hired as of the date
that it was proposed to be hi red.
So there
was no effort to hurry-up-and-hire.
We just
simply didn't delay it.

5e.veift!>r
Peeler:

~Ht..e~ tJ.
Thomason:

~"""~""'
Peeler:

:;;,""' .e:s

D,

Thomason:

Se"'"' 1-o yPeeler:

(ft,,,.ck

(°.>-ei1'p"
_s;_;o.fr> r

Peeler:
(f....,.c k.
[.b,__gh,,v:

5e,.,,;+,, II"

There were three for
I can count to five.
hiring and evidently, two for postponing.
That, while, when I'm whipped, I'm whipped,
Commissioner Thomason.
Well, it's like I told you ....
When I'm whipped, I'm whipped, but it don't
mean I have to be happy about it.
And I
don't, we got to play by the rules and when
somebody writes a letter, why, I don't know,
dated October 9th, that still hasn't been
answered to me, and as you say, I'll never
be satisfied, evidently, you can't satisfy
that, why this letter was written.
Like I told you ....
But now I see it was a 3-2 vote, but I want
you to look back in the anna 1 s of time and
tell me when a Director of a Department
recommends that you postpone a hiring one
meeting
because
there'd
been
some
controversy,
and
the
loca 1
Commissioner
recommended you postpone it because he's not
there and he has concerns, and when the
Chairman wants to postpone it, something's
wrong, Gentlemen.
Something's wrong here.
Harvey, ...
Convince me that it's not.
What difference does that have to do with ...

Peeler:
(l,8, )--kk.es ·

It has all the difference in the world, John.

..B9RRe t

'Cause he hasn't got his man hired,
what the whole difference is.

i::--t

Cl."'' k

r; ....~ ft1 ,,i/
s~ fo..,..
Peeler:

that's

Harvey, with all due respect to you ...
(inaudible)

process
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next

time.

Harvey, I can't see how ...

G• G, Sfok~s;

'8Q.Qaett1

5.e"""'" ..fo,.,.

And so do I.

Peeler:

r;.. G. Sk 1-r~s:
Bcrmete-:

~~~,,

... not that they did something wrong, we
going to do it over again, we going to get
five Joe Blows off the street and do it?
No, sir.
I'm not going to do that.
I be
right honest with you.
You asked me, Mr. Stokes, at the beginning
of
this meeting,
would this meeting
be
necessary if "my man" was hired?

Peeler:
~

I've not even been to 'em.
I'm not going to
'em cause I don't have any, I don't need to
be there.
I don't influence anybody as to
who to hi re.
But I am certainly not going
to sit here and question these people's
integrity that they did something that may
have not been proper on your say-so and you
want me to sit here and tell that these
people, these five people, that who I have
the utmost respect for ...

G.

Yes.

Stokes:

5-@,......-1-or
Peeler:

C.. 'G.Sfo k.Q.s ;

..gpnnet t

.:-

Would you have
integrity then?

;;;,.,,...ft, r
Peeler:
fr, G, 5/olr-es:
Beru:i:e LL~

~--..foy
Peeler:
~1 '61 5./vlr-t>,5" :
..Sennett 1

>e---- lo ,,_

Peeler:
?· g, <:>-h;lr.cs :

~er:mett:

Se,,..-1-tJv
Peeler:

r;., g, s:fek-e.S
Beanet~:

If "my man" was hi red, I assume we wouldn't
have had that original meeting.
been

worried

about

your

I certainly would, sir.
You would?
I certainly would.
You'd been worried
Yes, sir.
... about it then?
Yes, sir.

I certainly would, sir.

I

I almost was betting we wouldn't have heard
a word out of you.
Well, I'll take that bet, sir.
Mr. Chairman, I have
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(;., B.J.fo/re'T:
asRHett .
{'t.. .... ~k

(inaudible) Forget it.

[.,, .....t?i?J ,,/ :

This meeting today I thought was necessary
and I was one of the Commissioners that
requested this to show the respect that I
think Senator Harvey Peeler deserves and
give the opportunity for everything to be
heard and hopefully some questions to be
answered, but I am of the firm opinion that
we are going to sit here possibly all day
and go around in circles because that he's
not going to be satisfied and I regret that,
Senator, I really do, but I was afraid that
was going to happen.
I have to, I changed
some plane reservations so I could attend
this meeting, seems like I haven't missed
but one Commission meeting in eight years
and, two Commission meetings, that was my
second one, and then today, I almost missed
it, but I was able to change, but I have got
to leave promptly at 12:00.
I'm already
running a
little
late,
but
I
hope the
Highway Patrolman will understand.

I

J1 P.
Harrelson:
(h.,.c.k

,

G-o +"""'

.::T·

f',

Mr. Chairman, I want to
I don't see that this issue is going to be
resolved and I just want to state that and I
will
have
to
excuse
myself
in
fifteen
minutes .

Harrelson:

Mr. Chairman.

Chairman W.R.b ~,4>,,..;

Yes, sir.

:J""· p.

Harrelson:

Unfortunately, we've had an incident that
probably in some people's minds wi 11 never
be fully resolved.
I feel that, of course,
that this Commission is not going to reverse
any action that was taken on the hiring of a
certain personnel.
But I do feel that the
fact that we've had this meeting, that may
some good go out of it.
You know, if no one
ever raises a question about something, it
may not get any improvement.
If people
never ask questions, maybe not many answers
are developed.
And, the fact that sometimes
people
are
dissatisfied
helps
to
make
progress because they are not satisfied with
horse and buggy, they made an automobile.
And,
of course, a long time some people
still thought the horse and buggy was better
than
an automobile.
The English people
still do.
But, I feel that some good may
have been accomplished by this hearing in
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.
that if, in the future, there is any type of
an allegation or rumor that could in any way
possibly
could
enter
into
anyone's
consideration by getting into their mind,
whether they consciously or subconsciously
may influence them, that either that person
excuse himself from a meeting, or have the
thing thoroughly investigated to see whether
or
not
there's
substance
or
lack
of
substance to the matter, and then that be
documented and made a part of the record.
So that when a question comes up that we did
investigate and if we found substance or we
failed to find substance, therefore, it was
not a consideration.
I think that we would
consider that in our process of hiring.
That may be beneficial and maybe would keep
such a question from arising in the future.
I think Senator Peeler's integrity, there's
no question that he is interested in a
certain
applicant
and
when
I
was
in
politics, I could be interested in certain
people and I would vigorously pursue the
situation.
I've helped a
lot of people
probably get jobs, but I'd always tell 'em,
I can help you get it, I never tried to help
a person get a job I didn't think he was
competent for the job, but I'd always tell
'em that I can help you get the position,
but it's up to you to keep it.
You've got
to keep the job yourself because you've got
to produce and if you can't produce then I
can't help you anything further.
I think
that personally, I'm not sure that Senator
Peeler feels that way, but I personally feel
that
if
there's
any
question
of
his
integrity, that he tried to close the, enter
the hiring process by some people saying
that he made such a statement, I think that
has
cleared
the
air
here
today.
I'm
satisfied that Senator Peeler made no such
allegations.
That
I
can't
deny,
as
he
doesn't
deny,
that
certainly
he
was
interested in an applicant, but I do not
believe that he tried to close the hiring
process by discouraging anyone else from
applying.
Another way that I hope that the
air can be cleared is
that
letters
of
recommendation
or
letters
of
reference
should either be forbidden or either they
should not be used against an applicant
because a, the elected officials from his
area may write a letter of recommendation
for him.
We say that that does not affect
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~~(;tr:
S·P·

but I would certainly think we should, we'll
adopt a policy that put on the application
that no letters of recommendation should be
subrni tted, or that we would certainly take
the position that they can send all the
letters they want to,
but those letters
within themselves do not affect the other
scoring processes.
I think that if letters
come in that are detrimental to a candidate
and
are
part
of
our
background
investigation, certainly we'd investigate to
be sure that these allegations if a fellow
is, if a fellow that would take a pistol and
beat somebody over the head with it, or if
he is a fellow that is dishonest, or he has
a record that hasn't come to attention, that
ought
to
be
part
of
the
background
investigation.
Certainly.
But
I
don't
think that we should ever allow any letter
corning from elected representative of the
people to be used against him, nor do I
think it's necessarily ...
Are you
Harvey?

saying

Harrelson:

No.

r~ -1rf~r/:

I mean you ...

(. /,,..,,, k

.s:e ,..,~+i>

was

used

against

I'm saying

Ir

Peeler:

(t._..,.ck
{ r>-wi

something

/1 {,, ,./ :

j.. /Vq.. +&,,,.
Peeler:

s.p.

Harrelson:

(hlA (" k

G-eia!V'
_:r,p,
Harrelson:

It looks to me like that because I was
supporting the man, it tainted the process
and ...
I thought there was a letter ...
Chuck,

if you'll show me different,

I was just saying that anytime, anytime a
letter comes in that's detrimental to an
app 1 ican t, somebody writes in or comes to
the Department, I think it ought to be pa rt
of the background investigation to ...
Oh, ok.
I
letter ...

thought

you

meant

there

was

a

... resolve that type of situation because
they, sometimes they, if it's an allegation
of a fellow that's dishonest or that he is
psychologically
unfit
for
a
job,
then
certainly we ought to investigate to be sure
there's no substance to that thing before we
can consider it.
I'm, my purpose of making
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fr.,MJ. -lo Y'
Peeler:

this statement is that the good that may
have come out of the hearing is that, that,
that we would clear the air as to in the
future
if
there
is
anything
that
could
possibly affect the interview in the mind,
subconsciously or consciously, that that be
resolved before the interview that any such
rumors
or
allegations
that may come be
thoroughly
investigated
and
be
resolved
before so the question will not come up
later or could not legitimately come up
later and that we resolve this issue about
the letters of recommendation.
Either that
we state an applicant, on the application
form that none should be,
come to this
Department, or that it is clearly understood
that the fact
that they get letters of
recommendation
from
their
elected
representatives it certainly is not going to
be harmful to them; whether it does them any
good or not, I tell them, as I tell them, I
don't know if it' 11 do you any good, but I
don't know as it' 11 do you any harm.
And
that's about the best resolution that we can
come out of this meeting with.
It's obvious
that there's going to be no change in the
hi ring
of
the
people
that
were
done.
Therefore, since its nothing further I think
can be re so 1 ved, I think it's about time to
adjourn the meeting.
Mr. Chairman,
if you would,
just let me
finish up.
I just want to reiterate that I
appreciate you calling the special meeting.
We shouldn't have had to had this special
meeting.
I feel like if you had postponed
the hiring of this individual, and if we had
had the meetings, and I still would like to
see the interview scores to see just how
that works, and I see people shaking their
head, I don't know why.
I don't know why I
can see the written scores and know the
agility
test,
whether
they
passed
or
failed.
This interview process, and I would
suggest that Preacher Harrelson,
he just
said that if you are not going to change
anything and probably you are not, but I
would suggest that you take a look at this
process because it is evident to me, and I
haven't been convinced otherwise, that the
process can be, that interview process needs
to be changed some way to keep it from being
tainted.
And it is apparent to me, and I
have not been convinced otherwise, that
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]) ;'"

because of a 11 this, because of the things
that were mentioned in this letter that are
untrue, that it was at least in the minds of
at
least two of the interviewers and it
should be done, this interview, if you still
are going to have interview process,
it
should be done by people totally removed
from
the
Department,
either
through
Personnel or wherever and Dr. Timmerman has
made the statement that he would like for
that to be.

.

Timmerman:

Nothing would suit me better.
One of the
toughest
jobs
I
have
is
selecting
a
conservation, it'd make my job much easier.
(inaudible)

k"'"./o,,.-

Peeler:

Sir,
I would suggest
look into this on how
conservation
officer
least one Commissioner
thing.
Why, I do not
was.
I'd like to know

::k,, ..,4, (). lklrl&i>",.,,-'
Qeanett~

'

(inaudible)

that the Commission
you go about hiring a
because
clearly
at
was interested in the
know.
But clearly he
why.

(hold the fort?)

5..Q_,.(ll.foy

Peeler:

1>Y"· 7, ~ l"tt f'V'~Q. ,_/ !
CH.a i

I"Uls at-

Peeler:

For some reason he wrote this letter.
Why,
I do not know.
But it clearly indicates to
me that he had some type of interest, pro or
con in the thing.
No question about it
above board.
He wrote the letter because I requested it.
My
rule
of
thumb
that
if
I
hear
any
allegations of any sort, I ask staff to put
them in writing.
Now, that might be a wrong
thing to do, but I don't go on hearsay.
I sure wish you'd have called me or copied
me or something of the memo prior to all
this.
What could I have said?
Let's just
assume that you called me up, or the two
members of the interview panel called me up
and
said,
'Senator,
there've
been
some
allegation.
I just want it cleared up.
Are
you doing it?
Are you saying this?
You
shouldn't be saying it?'
And for me to at
least tell them prior to the interview that
'no,' I'd have been glad to found these two
men.
I did anyway.
I have signed, sworn
statements
that
they
didn't
make
that
statement.
At least cleared it up prior to
the interview process, what would I have?
I
wouldn't have a leg to stand on, Mr. Stokes.
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&,JB. Slokes:
kru•1:ctt:

J,,... -.;~y

Wouldn't have been happy about it.
My man
didn't get
the
job.
But,
at
least my
integrity wouldn't have been questioned or
at
least
been cleared up
prior
to
the
interview process and then, well, I'd have
said, 'Well, my man, as you call him, didn't
get it.'
But, clearly in my mind it was
subject to tainting the interview process.
And if you show me in black and white where
it didn't, I don't have any argument.
Sir, you questioned my integrity awhile ago
when you said I was possibly part of a
conspiracy.

Peeler:

Did I say that?

Beo !!SI

Well, you didn't say that, no.
But you
inferred that I was possibly a part of a
conspiracy to go on and hurry this thing
through last week because, or not last week
or whenever it was, the 16th, I believe it
was, of October, to go on and hurry this
thing through.

c;.,g. S-/ok-#.s
t:

~~yPeeler:

&,s. 5ft>k.o..s
Beruwtt:

Je,v,.,~r

Peeler:

{'. B.5iffP.S
aezxoe 1;:

J;.N&t~r

Peeler:

Mr. Owens said, spoke to that.
You spoke, you said that I

...

That it was a 3-2 vote.
3-2 vote.
Yea.
And that you insinuated
that I was part of a conspiracy.
Sir, I
don't know any of the applicants, wouldn • t
know 'em if I saw 'em and never spoke to any
one of 'em.
And have known whatsoever to do
that.
I guess this is what alienated me
this rumor bit.
You started to question my
integrity just a little bit, too.
The whole Commission comes in question to me
because that (inaudible).
Let me ask you
this.
If you had called the Chairman and
said that there was a Wildlife Officer, a
vacancy,
in
your
district,
in
your
Congressional
district,
and
you
weren't
going to be able to be there, but there was
some question and you wanted to get it
cleared up prior to hiring this man, if you
called the Chairman and asked that be done,
and then turn around and found out that
would be done.
How would you react to
that? Would you be real happy about that?
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,B,J-fa /fv
. .. ... &.Berutett!:
L~,..
Peeler:

f.fi, S-loke..s

BenRet:t:

5e,.,,.,:/<>I'-'

Peeler:

lot of things
Commission does

No, sir.
But a
majority of this
not happy about.

that
that

the
I'm

I don't call it a conspiracy.
I just went along with it.
I'm just saying, you called it
it
conspiracy.
call
I
didn't
saying for some reason it was
For some reason.

conspiracy.
I'm just
rushed up.

No, sir.
It wasn't rushed up.
It was done
on the normal day it was supposed to be
done, that the letters were supposed to be
mailed out on Monday and they were not
mailed out because out of respect to you,
sir, that they did not mail them out.
I
feel certain this is why whoever stopped
them,
the Chairman or the Vice Chairman,
whoever stopped them from mailing them, it
was done out of respect for you, sir.

{-/)feke~

Excuse me.
I don't believe that Senator
Peeler thought there was any conspiracy.
That didn't come across that way.

~eRfiett:

That came across that way to me.

Chairman µQI~·,

Well, the vote's public record.

~f~t:&?;
Chai

rmanJJah/er :

~/,,,,Peeler:

~·!. 57'A'~.s;

_geRRett:

Chai rman/J~£5#I'

Oh, sure it is.
And voting
just ...

is

Nobody
said
conspiracy.
Well,

not

a

conspiracy.

conspiracy.

That
You

was
said

I did use the word conspiracy.

Senator Peeler, we are sorry you are not
thoroughly
satisfied
with
the
interview
process.
I wish we could change that.
We
maybe
can
change
it
by
fol lowing
Mr.
Har re 1 son's suggest ions and we' 11 look into
that.
I hope you are satisfied about the
questioning of your integrity because I feel
sure
no
one
here
questions
that.
I
certainly don't.
Of course, we are all
sorry when anything unpleasant happens and
we are sorry about this happening.
And,
unless there is something further to say,
and I want to give you every opportunity, I
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Peeler:

Chairman b.ktsl-~,..;
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Peeler:

{.'Gt

just don't know that there is anything
we can say.
Is there anything new?

new

I just would request that you at least open
the interview portion of the hiring process
on the Cherokee County wildlife officer,
back up to five different interviewers.
I
request that you do that.
It's totally up
to you.
It's up to you to have this meeting
today.
I appreciate you having this meeting
to allow me to give you the facts and I gave
you the facts as best I know how.
Yes, sir.
I gave you the facts.
That's the facts and
because of the facts that I have given you,
I'm requesting that you at least open up the
interview portion of which it's tried to be
proven that it's above reproach, and if it
is above reproach, you should come up with
basically the same results if you have five
different interviewers.
Correct me if I'm
wrong,
but
it was
told
today that the
interview process was above reproach.
I
want to believe that.
Prove it to me.
Name
five individuals, you pick 'em, pick 'em out
of a hat, five different individuals to go
through this process that's above reproach
and should come out within a variance the
same result.
If not, something's wrong.
If
it does, Mr. Stokes, I'll apologize to you
and apologize to the Commission.
But, until
then, there's going to be a question in my
mind.

Stokes:

Well, I'm sorry.

ChairmantJel5kll':

We understand that.
Is there any other
comment?
We had a motion to adjourn, is
there a second?
Second.
All in favor,

say 'aye.'

Aye.
Meeting's adjourned.
Thank you very much.
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